NeuChat Instant Messaging
by Neunet Solutions
Instant messaging (IM) and Peer-to-Peer
technologies represent one of the fastestgrowing markets for all business and service
providers. With IM rapidly becoming
integrated with corporate applications, the
market for related services and software is
expected to double in size every 9-12
months for the next three years.
The majority of interactions in the workplace
are quick exchanges of information such as
updates, questions, and escalations relating
to services. Using the power of real-time
communication, Enterprise IM Services
enable employees to immediately learn the
availability status of a colleague, while
benefiting from fast, highly valued
communications wherever and whenever
they are needed. These quick and
coordinated exchanges also increase
opportunities for collaboration and boost
employee connectivity such as:
Enables agility - instant messaging
enables teams and individuals to quickly
capitalize on opportunities with rapid,
coordinated responses
Reduces latency - where time is critical
instant messaging can reduce the time it
takes to seize opportunities or make
course corrections
Coordinates geographically
dispersed teams - instant messaging
can span time zones and geography to
facilitate communication
Improves productivity - with instant
messaging employees can handle
multiple conversations concurrently
even when they are on the phone or in a
meeting
Delivers ROI - lowers e-mail volume,
reduces telephony costs and time spent
checking voice mail
Distribute Your OWN Customized Enterprise
IM Product or other Integrated Real time
Solutions from Neunet Solutions!

Itʹs YOUR Company. YOUR website.
YOUR Web Presence.
Why use another vendor’s name?

You've worked hard. You've crafted a web
site that's second to none. But the traffic still
isn't as high as you would have thought.
The "presence" is fine, but.... where's
the sense of community?
You may have a wonderful site, but the
simple fact of the matter is... without the
tools to keep your users coming back,
your traffic isn't what it should be.
Bring the pieces together. Turn it into
something of VALUE.

Inject new LIFE into it NOW!!
Neunet Solutions can provide you with
branded versions of Enterprise NeuChat IM
bearing YOUR logo, YOUR chat rooms,
YOUR news content, and YOUR audio and
video content! And best of all, you can
distribute these products to your visitors
ROYALTY-FREE, representing them as
your OWN products... because they
BECOME your products, each uniquely
catered to match your site.
We deliver an INTERACTIVE collaborative
product that looks, to the outside world, as
though your own in-house staff developed
it... tailored to fit your business requirements
for a WHOLE lot less than you might think!
We provide packaged pricing for various
sectors
(e.g.,
non-profit,
Education,
Healthcare, and more) that includes
customization, upgrades and maintenance
services.
IM saves you money by reducing e-mail by
30 to 40 percent, reduces voice-mail by 10
to 15 percent, and virtually eliminating
crossed e-mails and missed voice
messages. IM can even reduce the cost of
phone calls, especially international ones.
Face it - most web sites are little more than
electronic brochures. Sure, your visitors can
view pictures and text, but there's a whole
WORLD of interactivity waiting on the other
side! Turn your resellers, customers,
vendors and one-time visitors into frequent
fliers. Keep them coming back! Begin
building a sensation of a COMMUNITY!

Providing Real Time Integrated Solutions with bottom-line results!
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